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Description
I have been trying to find a way to get software programming for my Puxing px-888 (no suffix) radio. The Puxing website has
software, but after getting it all setup, I have found that it throws an error message asking for the px-888A instead of the px-888. I'm
not even sure there is an A model!?
Anyway... In trying the three different options for Puxing radios in the current CHIRP release, using the px-777 option can read
correctly from the radio, but messes up writing to the radio.
It appears that the firmware between these two models is similar, at least to the point that you can accurately read values from the
radio.
I would appreciate support for the px-888, or for someone to point me in the direction of some other software to make programming
this HT more intuitive. (It's a pain to do by hand, and this tool is just amazing)
Related issues:
related to New Model # 819: Puxing PX-888D UHF

New

04/30/2013

duplicated by New Model # 5455: Puxing PX888A

Closed

12/23/2017

History
#1 - 09/10/2020 04:47 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Subject changed from Puxing PX888 VHF (2m) to Puxing PX-888
- Target version set to chirp-daily

The original request was for the 2M version.
This radio comes in 3 versions, each does 6M and (2M or 1.25M or 70cm).

#2 - 05/18/2021 01:52 am - linkus o
I would love to see this implemented, i have a PX-888 that i can Loan to some one that is willing to implement this.
Thanks

#3 - 05/20/2021 11:55 am - Bernhard Hailer
- Equipment Loan Offered changed from No to Yes
#4 - 07/06/2021 10:59 pm - Ron deKroon
I also would love to see this radio implemented in Chirp software. The PuXing PX-888 (with no suffix). Chirp supports PX-888K,and PX-777, but not
PX-888.
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I have found other software for PX-888A, and PX-888D, bit these do not work with the PX-888.
If I choose the PX-777 option in Chirp, data does flow between the computer and radio in both directions (upload & download), but it gets messed up,
both in the radio, and the software.
There are lots of these radios on the market, as they are sold on eBay / Amazon.
The only source I have found is RT Systems RPS-888 software.

#5 - 02/19/2022 01:41 am - Mark Atwood
I also have a PX-888 that I can loan
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